Changes in dynamic functional connections with aging.
Despite numerous studies on age-related changes in static functional connections (FCs), the available literature on the changes in dynamic FCs with aging is lacking. This study investigated the changes in dynamic FCs with aging based on resting state fMRI data of 61 healthy adults aged 30-85 years. The time-resolved FCs among 160 pre-defined regions of interest (ROIs) were first estimated using sliding-window correlation. Based on the dynamic FC matrices, we then analyzed the dynamic switches between different FC states using k-means clustering, and correlated age with the dwell time of each FC state across subjects. The elderly were observed to spend more time in an FC state characterized by weak interactions throughout the brain and less time in an FC state characterized by strong interactions within the sensory-motor network and the cognitive control network. These results may reflect an overall weakening of connections in the elderly, which support less efficient information transfer in them. Based on the dynamic FC matrices, we also evaluated the variability and amplitude of FC time-series, which measure the relative (to mean) and absolute strength of FC fluctuations, respectively, and correlated age with the two measures across subjects. Relatively weak age-vs-variability correlations were observed, but we did observe significant negative age-vs-amplitude correlations at both the global and regional level. These results indicate that amplitude may be another effective metric for assessing FC fluctuations, in addition to the widely-used variability metric. Moreover, the observed declines in the amplitude of FC fluctuations in the elderly may support the assumption that it should be the weakening of absolute interactions between brain regions, rather than toggling between positive and negative correlations, that causes the repeatedly reported widespread (static) FC decreases with aging. Overall, the present results not only reflect an overall weakening of connections in the elderly, but indicate the potential of dynamic FC analyses in studies of age-related psychiatric and neurological disorders.